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(57) Abstract: Pan support apparatus, systems, and methods. A pan support
system includes a pan support having a pan storage space sized for receiving
at least a portion of a pan. The pan support includes at least one slide surface

FIG. 1 for slidably receiving and supporting the pan in the pan storage space. A cov
er for covering an open top of the pan is selectively receivable in and remov
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age space. A pan support module including a pan support is releasably
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PAN SUPPORT APPARATUS
FIELD

[0001] The present invention generally relates to pan storage and, more particularly, to

apparatus and methods for supporting and covering open top pans.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many types of containers have an open top and a lid for closing the open top for

storing items therein. For example, some containers having an open top and lid may be used for

storing food. It may be desirable to store food in such a container before preparing, serving,

and/or consuming the food.

SUMMARY

[0003] One aspect of the present invention is directed to a pan support system for

supporting at least one open top pan having a rim adjacent the open top. The system includes a

pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and right sides sized

for receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to permit the at least one pan

to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening. The pan support includes left and

right slide surfaces constructed for slidably receiving and supporting respective left and right rim

portions of the pan in the pan storage space. The pan support is free of support structure

positioned to engage a bottom of the pan for supporting the bottom of the pan in the pan storage

space. The system includes a cover for covering the open top of the pan. The cover has a front

end, a rear end, and left and right sides. The cover is selectively receivable in and removable

from the pan storage space from the front opening. The cover is constructed to permit the pan to

be slidably received under the cover in the pan storage space. The pan support includes at least

one retainer constructed for retaining the cover in the pan storage space. The cover includes at

least one retainer engagement surface constructed to engage the at least one retainer to retain the

cover in the pan storage space when the cover is in the pan storage space with the pan.

[0004] Another aspect of the present invention is directed to an apparatus for supporting

an open top pan. The apparatus includes a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage

space between the left and right sides sized to receive at least a portion of the pan, and a front

opening sized to permit the pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening.

The pan support includes at least one slide surface in the pan storage space constructed to

slidably receive and support the pan on the at least one slide surface. The apparatus includes a

cover for covering the open top of the pan. The cover has a front end, a rear end, and left and

right sides. The cover is selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage space



from the front opening. The cover is constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received under

the cover in the pan storage space. The pan support includes at least one retainer for retaining

the cover in the pan storage space. The retainer is constructed to permit the pan to be slidably

received on the at least one slide surface in the pan storage space from the front opening below

the retainer. The cover includes at least one retainer engagement surface constructed to be in

retaining registration with the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan storage space

when the cover is in the pan storage space with the pan. The pan support is constructed to

permit the at least one retainer engagement surface to fall downward out of retaining registration

with the at least one retainer without the at least one retainer being moved when the pan is

removed from the pan storage space to permit removal of the cover from the pan storage space

through the front opening.

[0005] Another aspect of the present invention is directed to a modular pan support

system for supporting at least one open top pan. The support system includes at least one pan

support module including a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between

the left and right sides sized for receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized

to permit the at least one pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening. The

pan support includes at least one slide surface in the pan storage space constructed to slidably

receive and support the pan on the at least one slide surface. The pan support module includes a

cover for covering the open top of the pan. The cover has a front end, a rear end, and left and

right sides. The cover is selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage space

from the front opening. The cover is constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received under

the cover in the pan storage space. The pan support module includes at least one retainer for

retaining the cover in the pan storage space when the cover is in the pan storage space with the

pan. The at least one retainer is constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received on the at

least one slide surface in the pan storage space from the front opening below the at least one

retainer. The pan support module includes at least two first mounting elements for selectively

forming respective releasable mounting connections. The system includes a frame including a

plurality of second mounting elements for selectively forming the releasable mounting

connections with the at least two first mounting elements of the pan support module. The

plurality of second mounting elements include multiple sets of at least two second mounting

elements. The sets of at least two second mounting elements are positioned at different

elevations on the frame. The at least two first mounting elements of the pan support module are

selectively engageable with a selected set of the second mounting elements of the frame for



forming respective releasable mounting connections for mounting the pan support module at a

selected elevation on the frame.

[0006] Yet another aspect of the present invention is directed to a pan support system for

supporting at least one open top pan having a rim adjacent the open top. The system includes at

least one pan support module and a frame. The pan support module includes a pan support

having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and right sides sized for

receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to permit the at least one pan to

be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening. The pan support includes left and

right slide surfaces constructed for slidably receiving and supporting respective left and right rim

portions of the pan in the pan storage space. The pan support is free of support structure

positioned to engage a bottom of the pan for supporting the bottom of the pan in the pan storage

space. The module includes a cover for covering the open top of the pan. The cover has a front

end, a rear end, and left and right sides. The cover has a pan covering section sized and shaped

for covering the open top of the pan and having a pan rim engagement surface constructed to

engage the pan around substantially an entire periphery of the pan rim. The cover is selectively

receivable in and removable from the pan storage space. The cover is constructed to permit the

pan to be slidably received under the cover in the pan storage space. At least one retainer is

provided for retaining the cover in the pan storage space. The at least one retainer is constructed

to permit the pan to be slidably received on the left and right slide surfaces in the pan storage

space from the front opening below the retainer. The cover includes at least one retainer

engagement surface constructed to engage the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan

storage space when the cover is in the pan storage space with the pan. The module includes at

least two first mounting elements for selectively forming respective releasable mounting

connections. The at least two first mounting elements include a first mounting element on the

left side of the pan support and a first mounting element on the right side of the pan support.

The frame includes a plurality of second mounting elements for selectively forming the

releasable mounting connections with the at least two first mounting elements of the pan support

module. The plurality of second mounting elements include multiple sets of at least two second

mounting elements. The sets of at least two second mounting elements are positioned at

different elevations on the frame. The at least two first mounting elements of the pan support

module are selectively engageable with a selected set of the second mounting elements of the

frame for forming respective releasable mounting connections for mounting the pan support

module at a selected elevation on the frame.



[0007] Other objects and features of the present invention will be in part apparent and in

part pointed out herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Fig. 1 is a front perspective of a pan storage unit embodying aspects of the

present invention;

[0009] Fig. 2 is a front elevation of a portion of the pan storage unit;

[0010] Fig. 3 is a front perspective of a pan support module and a pan of the pan storage

unit;

[0011] Fig. 4 is a front perspective of a pan for use with the pan support module;

[0012] Fig. 5 is a front elevation of a pan support of the pan support module;

[0013] Fig. 6 is a section of the pan support taken along the length of the pan support;

[0014] Fig. 7 is a front perspective of a cover of the pan support module;

[0015] Fig. 8 is a rear perspective of the cover;

[0016] Figs. 9-12 are sections of the pan support module and pan illustrating a sequence

of inserting the pan into a pan storage space of the pan support module;

[0017] Fig. 13 is an enlarged view of a right portion of Fig. 12 showing a prop of the

cover spaced above a slide surface of the pan support;

[0018] Fig. 14 is a front elevation of the pan support module having the pan stored

therein;

[0019] Fig. 15 is a right elevation of a lower portion of the pan storage unit having a

right side wall removed to show releasable mounting connections of the pan support modules

with a frame of the pan storage unit;

[0020] Fig. 16 is a perspective of an element of a mounting element of the pan support

module for forming a releasable mounting connection with the frame;

[0021] Fig. 17 is a front perspective of a second embodiment of a pan support module

embodying aspects of the present invention;

[0022] Fig. 18 is a rear perspective of the second embodiment of the pan support

module;

[0023] Fig. 19 is a front elevation of a pan support of a third embodiment of a pan

support module embodying aspects of the present invention; and

[0024] Fig. 20 is a section of the third embodiment of the pan support module having a

pan partially inserted into a pan storage space of the pan support module.



[0025] Corresponding reference characters indicate corresponding parts throughout the

drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] Referring to the drawings, Fig. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a pan storage unit

of the present invention, generally designated by the reference number 10. For example without

limitation, the pan storage unit 10 may be used in the food service industry as a food storage and

preparation station for storing and preparing food, such as bread products including toast,

bagels, pastries, etc., before serving them to customers. However, it will be understood the pan

storage unit 10 may be used for other purposes without departing from the scope of the present

invention.

[0027] In the illustrated embodiment, the pan storage unit 10 comprises a cart including

a lower housing 12 or cabinet supported on casters 13 and an upper storage/preparation area 14

above the housing. The housing 12 includes top, bottom, left, and right walls 12A-12D,

defining an interior therein, and a partition 12E extending vertically between the top and bottom

walls 12A, 12B dividing the interior into left and right compartments. The housing 12 has an

open front and open back. In the illustrated embodiment, the left compartment is used for

housing a waste basket 16, and the right compartment is used for storing a plurality of pans, as

will be described in further detail below. The upper storage/preparation area 14 includes a

plurality of uprights 18 supporting a storage compartment 20 and an upper shelf 22 above the

storage compartment. A space between the bottom of the storage compartment 20 and the top

wall 12A of the cabinet 12 may be used for additional pan storage. Other configurations and

arrangements may be used without departing from the scope of the present invention.

[0028] Referring to Fig. 2, in which the right compartment of the cabinet 12 is shown in

closer detail, the pan storage unit 10 includes a modular pan support system, generally indicated

by the reference number 26, including a plurality of pan support modules 28 and a frame 30 on

which the pan support modules are selectively mountable in various positions. In the illustrated

embodiment, the frame 30 includes the partition 12E (broadly "left side wall" of the frame), the

right side wall 12D, and right sections of the top and bottom walls 12A, 12B of the cabinet 12

forming the right compartment of the cabinet. The frame 30 also includes racks 32 mounted

inside the partition 12E and right side wall 12D (e.g., see Fig. 16) for releasably mounting the

pan support modules 28 on the frame, which will be described in further detail below. As will

become apparent, contents stored in a pan of the modular pan support system 26 can be accessed

by pulling the pan forward from a stowed position to expose an open top of the pan and its



contents therein, while the pan remains at least partially supported by the pan support system,

and the pan with remaining contents can then be pushed rearward to return the pan to its stowed

position, or the pan can be removed from the pan support system (e.g., for emptying and/or

cleaning).

[0029] Referring to Fig. 3, a pan support module 28 is shown removed from the frame

30. The pan support module 28 includes a pan support 34 and a cover 36 for supporting and

covering a pan 38. The pan 38 and cover 36 are removably receivable in the pan support 34.

Accordingly, the pan 38 and cover 36 can be selectively placed in and removed from the pan

support 34.

[0030] As shown in Fig. 4, the pan (e.g., "food pan") 38 is generally rectangular and

includes a bottom wall 38A, front wall 38B, rear wall 38C, left and right side walls 38D, 38E,

defining an interior of the pan, and an open top providing access to the interior. The pan 38

includes a rim 38F extending around the periphery of the pan adjacent the open top. The rim

38F extends outboard of the front, rear, and left and right side walls 38B-38E and includes front,

rear, left, and right rim portions corresponding to the respective sides of the pan 38. The rim

38F includes a raised rib 38G extending around the periphery of the rim providing the rim with

increased height. Other types of pans and pans having other configurations may be used without

departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, the rim may extend around only

part of the periphery of the pan (e.g., only the left and right sides), the rim may not be positioned

at the top opening, and the raised rib may be omitted, without departing from the scope of the

present invention.

[0031] The pan support 34 is shown in closer detail in Fig. 5, which illustrates a front

elevation of the pan support, and in Fig. 6, which illustrates a section of the pan support taken

along the length of the pan support. In the illustrated embodiment, the pan support 34 is formed

of metal, but other suitable materials may be used. The pan support 34 includes a pan storage

space 40 bounded by a top wall 42 forming a shelf above the pan storage space, and left and

right side walls 44, 46 extending down from the top wall on left and right sides of the pan

support. Left and right stops 48 are positioned at the rear end of the pan storage space 40 for

preventing the pan 38 and cover 36 from exiting the rear of the pan storage space. For example,

as will become apparent, the stops 48 may maintain the cover 36 in position in the pan storage

space 40 as the pan is slid into the pan storage space below the cover 36. In the illustrated

embodiment, the side walls 44, 46 and the top wall 42 extend rearwardly beyond the rear end of

the pan storage space 40. The pan support 34 includes a front opening between the left and right



sides of the pan support sized to permit the pan 38 to be received in the pan storage space 40

from the front opening (e.g., at least an upper portion of the pan including the rim 38F).

[0032] The pan support 34 includes rails 50 protruding inwardly into the pan storage

space 40 from the side walls 44, 46. The rails 50 include respective upwardly facing slide

surfaces 52 extending rearwardly from adjacent the front opening toward the rear of the pan

storage space 40. The slide surfaces 52 are constructed and positioned to slidably receive and

support the pan 38 on the slide surfaces in the pan storage space 40. More specifically, the slide

surfaces 52 slidably receive and support the left and right portions of the rim 38F. In the

illustrated embodiment, the slide surfaces 52 have front ends terminating at the front opening of

the pan storage space 40 and rear ends terminating at the rear end of the pan storage space, and

the slide surfaces extend continuously therebetween. Other configurations of slide surfaces may

be used without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, the slide

surfaces may be discontinuous or shorter or longer than illustrated, and a slide surface may be

positioned for slidably receiving and supporting the bottom 38A of the pan 38 rather than the

rim 38F.

[0033] It will be appreciated that in the illustrated embodiment the pan support module

28 and in particular the pan support 34 is free of support structure positioned to engage the

bottom 38A of the pan 38 for supporting the bottom of the pan in the pan storage space 40. The

pan support 34 is constructed so the pan "hangs" or is suspended by the engagement of the rim

38F with the pan support slide surfaces 52. However, support structure for engaging and

supporting the bottom 38A of the pan 38 may be used without departing from the scope of the

present invention.

[0034] The pan support 34 includes left and right retainers 54 blocking respective upper

left and upper right portions of the front opening for retaining the cover 36 in the pan storage

space 40 when the pan 38 is received therein, as will become apparent. The retainers 54 include

rearward facing cover engagement surfaces 56 for engaging the cover 36 to retain the cover

inside the pan storage space 40 when the pan is received therein under the cover. In the

illustrated embodiment, the retainers 54 comprise tabs at the front opening of the of the pan

storage space 40 that extend downwardly from the top wall 42 adjacent the left and right side

walls 44, 46. The tabs 54 block an upper portion of the front opening on respective left and right

sides of the front opening. The front opening includes an upper section between the left and

right retainers unblocked by the retainers and a lower section below the retainers unblocked by

the retainers, and the upper unblocked section has a width less than a width of the lower

unblocked section. The retainers 54 are constructed to permit the cover 36 to be slidably



received on the slide surfaces 52 from the front opening below the retainers and slid into the pan

storage space 40 along the slide surfaces without requiring movement of the retainers. The

retainers 54 are also constructed to permit the pan 38 to be slidably received on the slide

surfaces 52 from the front opening below the retainers and cover 36 and to be slid into the pan

storage space 40 along the slide surfaces into position under the cover without requiring

movement of the retainers. The retainers 54 and in particular the cover engagement surfaces 56

are fixed in position on the pan support 34. Other configurations and types of retainers may be

used without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, one, three, or

more retainers may be used, the retainers may have positions other than illustrated, the retainers

may be formed separately from other parts of the pan support, and the retainers may be movable,

without departing from the scope of the present invention.

[0035] Pan supports having other configurations may be used without departing from the

scope of the present invention. For example, the top wall 42 or shelf could be omitted.

Moreover, left and right sides of the pan support (e.g., the left and right side walls 44, 46, and/or

the left and right slide surfaces 52) may be separate pieces movable with respect to each other

without departing from the scope of the present invention. In such a case, the left and right sides

could be mountable with respect to each other for forming the pan support having the front

opening.

[0036] As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the cover 36 includes a pan covering section 36A

having front and rear ends, a tongue 36B in front of and extending forward from the front end of

the pan covering section, and a prop 36C behind and extending down from the rear end of the

pan covering section. As will become apparent, the cover 36 is selectively receivable in and

removable from the pan storage space 40 from the front opening. The cover 36 is constructed to

permit the pan 38 to be slidably received under the cover in the pan storage space 40 and pushed

into position below the cover in the pan storage space. The cover 36 may be formed of an

acrylic material or any other suitable material.

[0037] The pan covering section 36A includes a generally rectangular body having a

width and a length both greater than a thickness of the rectangular body. The bottom of the pan

covering section includes a generally rectangular pan rim engagement surface 36D constructed

to engage the pan rim 38F around the periphery of the pan rim to cover the open top of the pan

38 and desirably substantially seal (e.g., by the force of gravity on the cover 36) around the open

top of the pan. In the illustrated embodiment, the bottom of the pan covering section 36A is

substantially planar, but other configurations may be used without departing from the scope of

the present invention.



[0038] Referring to Fig. 8, the prop 36C in the illustrated embodiment comprises a

downwardly turned flange extending along the entire width of the cover. The prop 36C includes

an upper end connected to the pan covering section 36A and a lower end spaced from the upper

end for engaging a support surface (e.g., slide surface 52 of the pan support 34) to prop the rear

end of the pan covering section 36A spaced above the support surface. The prop 36C may be

used to support the rear end of the pan covering section 36A as the pan 38 is slid into the pan

storage space 40. Desirably, for reasons explained below, the prop 36C supports the rear end of

the pan covering section 36A higher than the front end of the pan covering section when the

cover 36 is in the pan storage space 40 and the pan is not in the pan storage space, and the prop

has a height H I about the same as but less than a height of the rim H2 (see Fig. 13). Props

having other configurations may be used, or the prop may be omitted, without departing from

the scope of the present invention.

[0039] Referring to Fig. 7, the tongue 36B is positioned at the front end of the cover and

extends between the left and right sides of the cover. The cover 36 includes retainer engagement

surfaces 36E on left and right sides of the tongue 36B. The retainer engagement surfaces 36E

face forward and are constructed to engage the cover engagement surfaces 56 of the retainers 54

to retain the cover 36 in the pan storage space 40 when the pan 38 is received in the pan storage

space under the cover. The engagement of the retainer engagement surfaces 36E with the

retainers 54 maintains the cover 36 in the pan storage space 40 when the pan 38 is slid partially

out of the pan storage space from the front opening. Other configurations and types of tongues

and retainers may be used without departing from the scope of the present invention. For

example, the tongue may be omitted and/or the retainer engagement surfaces may be positioned

on the front edge of the cover.

[0040] An example method of manipulating the pan support module 28 will now be

described with reference to Figs. 9-14. Figure 9 illustrates the cover 36 received in the pan

storage space 40 in the pan support 34. The cover 36 has been inserted into the pan storage

space 40 from the front opening. The prop 36C engages the rear ends of the slide surfaces 52

and supports the rear end of the pan covering section 36A higher than the front end of the pan

covering section. The front end of the cover 36 is supported on the front end of the slide

surfaces 52, and more specifically the bottom of the front end of the cover 36 to the right and left

sides of the tongue 36B adjacent the retainer engagement surfaces 36E rests on the slide

surfaces.

[0041] Referring to Fig. 10, the pan 38 (e.g., including food or other contents therein)

may be used to lift the front end of the cover 36 so the pan can be slid into the pan storage space



40 under the cover. This moves the retainer engagement surfaces 36E of the cover 36 into

retaining registration with the retainers 54. The front end of the cover 36 (e.g., the tongue 36B)

may be constructed to facilitate lifting the front end of the cover to permit insertion of the pan 38

below the cover 36. The front end of the cover 36 includes a front edge 36F defined in the

illustrated embodiment by the tongue 36B. The front edge 36F is positioned between and

forward from the left and right retainer engagement surfaces 36E (see Fig. 7). When the cover

36 is received in the pan storage space 40, the tongue 36B extends out of the front opening, and

the front edge 36F of the cover is positioned forward from the front opening outside the pan

storage space. Moreover, the front edge 36F of the cover 36 is positioned forward from the front

ends of the slide surfaces 52 so a bottom of the front edge is accessible in front of the slide

surfaces for lifting the front end with the pan 38, as shown in Fig. 10. Other configurations may

be used without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, the front of the

cover may not include a tongue, and the front edge of the cover may not be positioned outside

the pan storage space or forward from the retainers when the cover is received in the pan storage

space. It will be appreciated that in other configurations, such as where the front ends of the

slide surfaces terminate short of the retainers and the cover does not extend forward of the

retainers, the bottom of the front end of the cover could still be accessed for lifting the cover to

permit insertion of the pan under the cover in the pan storage space.

[0042] After the front end of cover 36 has been lifted, the pan can be slid into the pan

storage space 40 by slidably engaging and supporting the left and right portions of the rim 38F

with the left and right slide surfaces 52. Referring to Figs. 10 and 11, when the user begins to

slide the pan 38 into the pan storage space 40 along the slide surfaces 52, the front end of the

pan covering section 36A is supported by the pan slightly higher than the rear end of the pan

covering section supported by the prop 36C. This is because the rim 38F is taller than the prop

36C. The difference in elevation of the front and rear ends of the pan covering section 36A

provides the pan covering section with an inclined orientation in which the pan rim engagement

surface 36D slopes upwardly from the rear end of the pan covering section to the front end of the

pan covering section. As the rear end of the pan 38 advances into the pan storage space 40, the

rear portion of the rim 38F slides along the bottom of the pan covering section 36A, and the

stops 48 of the pan support 34 prevent the cover 36 from moving rearward. Because the rear

end of the pan covering section 36A is propped up by the prop 36C, the rear portion of the rim

38F slides with less friction along the bottom of the pan covering section, which makes it easier

for a user to push the pan 38 into the pan storage space 40. The engagement of the rear portion

of the rim 38F with the bottom of the pan covering section 36A defines a moving balance point



60 (Fig. 11) of the cover 36. As the rear portion of the rim 38F and thus the balance point 60

move rearwardly in the pan storage space 40, the weight of the cover 36 in front of the balance

point eventually overcomes the weight of the cover behind the balance point, at which time the

prop 36C is lifted off the slide surfaces 52 (broadly "support surface") and the pan covering

section 36A changes from its inclined orientation to a generally horizontal orientation in which

the pan rim engagement surface 36D engages more of the rim 38F thanjust the rear rim portion

and in a generally flatwise manner. As shown in Figs. 12 and 13, after the pan 38 is pushed

fully into the pan storage space 40 into a stowed position, the pan rim engagement surface 36D

engages substantially all of the rim 38F, and the pan covering section 36A covers the open top

of the pan. As shown in Fig. 13, because the prop 36C has a height H I shorter than the height

H2 of the rear portion of the rim 38F, in the stowed position of the prop is not in engagement

with the slide surfaces 52 and does not support the rear end of the pan covering section 36A .

The shorter height of the prop 36C permits the bottom of the rear end of the pan covering

section 36A to rest on the pan 38 to close the rear end of the open top. Desirably, in the stowed

position of the pan 38, the pan by itself supports substantially the full weight of the cover 36 so

the force of gravity on the cover causes the pan rim engagement surface 36D of the cover to

engage and substantially seal around the open top. It will be understood the seal may not be

fluid tight but at least provides a substantial barrier that assists in preventing gas flow through

the open top.

[0043] When it is desired to remove food or other contents from the stowed pan 38, the

pan may be slid partially out of the pan storage space 40 from the front opening. As shown in

Fig. 14, when the pan 38 is under the cover 36 in the pan storage space 40, the front end of the

cover is supported by the pan in a position in which the retainer engagement surfaces 36E are in

retaining registration with the retainers 54 (e.g., blocked by the retainers from exiting the front

opening). Accordingly, as the pan 38 is slid forward out of the pan storage space 40, the cover

36 is retained in the pan storage space by the retainers 54. The user can move the pan 38 like a

drawer partially out of and back into the pan storage space 40 to remove or place food or other

contents in the pan. If the user does not pull the pan 38 entirely off the slide surfaces 52, the pan

will remain at least partially supported by the slide surfaces, and the cover 36 will remain in

retaining registration with the retainers 54 and blocked from exiting the front opening. For

example, Fig. 11 shows the pan 38 in a position which may be described as partially pulled out

of the pan storage space 40. As the pan 38 is pulled out of the pan storage space 40, the open

top of the pan becomes uncovered, permitting the user to access the contents in the pan. It will

be appreciated that this arrangement enables manipulation of the pan 38 and uncovering of the



pan all with one hand, and the contents can be removed from the pan with the other hand of the

user.

[0044] If the user desires to remove the pan 38 or cover 36 from the pan storage space

40, they can do so by pulling the pan off the slide surfaces 52 out of the front opening and

optionally then removing the cover from the pan storage space. For example, the user may wish

to refill the pan 38 with new contents, to clean the pan or cover 36, or to discard and replace the

pan or cover. When the pan 38 is removed from the pan storage space 40, the front end of the

cover 36 falls below the retainers 54 (the cover engagement surfaces 56), and the cover comes to

rest in the position shown in Fig. 9, in which the retainer engagement surfaces 36E are out of

retaining registration with the retainers. The pan support 34 and cover 36 are constructed to

permit the retainer engagement surfaces 36E of the cover to fall out of retaining registration with

the retainers (e.g., below and unblocked by the retainers) without the retainers being moved

when the pan 38 is removed from the pan storage space 40. Accordingly, after the pan 38 is

removed from the pan storage space 40, the cover 36 is removable from the pan storage space

from the front opening without requiring movement of the cover engagement surfaces 56 of the

retainers 54.

[0045] It will be appreciated that the configuration above provides several benefits. Pan

storage systems constructed according to the present invention can be arranged such that a

person can hold the pan 38, lift the front end of the cover 36, and slide the pan into the pan

storage space 40 to be covered by the cover, all with one hand. Moreover, the cover 36 is easily

removable from the pan storage space without requiring movement or actuation of the retainers

54. The configuration enhances ease of use and increases work efficiency. However, it will be

appreciated more than one hand may be used, and movable retainers may be used, without

departing from the scope of the present invention.

[0046] Referring again to Fig. 2, in another aspect of the present invention, the pan

support modules 28 may be selectively and releasably mountable on the frame 30 at various

positions. In the illustrated embodiment, five modular pan supports 28 are shown mounted on

the frame 30 at different elevations. In this particular example, the user selected to mount on the

frame three pan support modules 28 for relatively shallow pans at lower elevations and two pan

support modules 28 for relatively deeper pans at higher elevations. Other arrangements can be

used without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, the modular pan

support system 26 may include fewer (e.g., one) or more pan support modules, and the pan

support modules can be mounted in other arrangements. Moreover, one or more of the upper



pan support modules could be omitted to provide space above a shelf 12A of a lower pan

support module for permitting storage on the shelf.

[0047] As shown in Fig. 15, which is a right elevation of the housing 12 having the right

side wall 12D removed, the modular pan support system 26 includes a plurality of releasable

mounting connections 66 for selectively mounting the pan support modules 28 on the frame 30.

Each pan support module 28 includes a plurality of first elements of the releasable mounting

connections 66, the frame 30 includes a plurality of second elements of the releasable mounting

connections, and the first and second elements are configured to be engaged or interfaced with

each other to releasably mount the pan support modules on the frame.

[0048] As shown in Figs. 3, 5, 6, and 16, in the illustrated embodiment the pan support

modules 28 include first elements 68 in the form of pins (broadly "protrusions"). Two pins 68

are provided on each side of the pan support module 28. The pins 68 are mounted on the

respective left and right side walls 44, 46 of the pan support 34 and extend through openings 70

in the sides of the side walls. The pins 68 are secured to the inside of the left and right side

walls 44, 46 by biasing members 72 in the form of resiliently deflectable tabs, shown most

clearly in Figs. 6 and 16. Each tab 72 includes an anchoring section 72A adjacent a proximal

end where the tab is secured to the respective side wall 44, 46 of the pan support (e.g., by a

rivet). The distal end of the tab 72 includes a grip 72B in the form of a flap extending

transversely with respect to the tab, and the pin 68 is connected to the tab adjacent the distal end

between the grip and proximal end. The arrangement is such that the tabs 72 normally rest in

generally coplanar relationship with the inside surfaces of the side walls 44, 46, and the pins 68

normally protrude from the sides of the pan support 34 in a mounting position. The pins 68 can

deflect inward temporarily to a releasing position, under a deflecting force applied to the pins

against the bias of the tabs 72 from outside the side walls 44, 46 or applied to the grips 72B

inside the side walls. When a pin 68 is deflected, the resilient tab 72 applies a biasing or spring

force to the pin to cause the pin to resume its mounting or protruding position with respect to the

side of the pan support 34 when the deflecting force is no longer applied.

[0049] Referring to Fig. 15, the right side of the frame 30 includes front and rear racks

32 each including a plurality of openings 32A (broadly "second elements" of the releasable

mounting connections 66) in the form of slots having an open end and a closed end. The slots

32A are sized for receiving the pins 68 for mating engagement with the pins and are spaced from

one another at intervals along the height of the racks 32. The racks 32 have teeth 32B separating

the openings from one another. Although not shown, it will be understood the left front and rear

racks 32 have the same configuration as the right front and rear racks 32 shown in Fig. 15. The



open ends of the slots 32A on the front racks 32 face rearward, and the open ends of the slots on

the rear racks face forward. The arrangement is such that the racks 32 define a plurality of

elevations at which the pan support modules 28 can be releasably mounted. The pins 68 of a

pan support module 28 are receivable in slots 32A of the racks 32 at a common elevation for

mounting the pan support module 28 on the frame 30 in a generally horizontal orientation. For

example, a pan support module 28 can be inserted in the interior of the frame 30 from the front

by deflecting the rear pins 68 to their releasing position to permit them to pass the left and right

front racks 32, allowing the rear pins to spring back to their mounting positions, guiding the rear

pins into open ends of slots 32A in the rear racks 32, deflecting the front pins 68 temporarily to

their releasing positions, moving the front pins into the front racks, and permitting the front pins

to spring back to their mounting or protruding positions inside slots 32A in the front racks. The

front and rear pins 68 desirably engage or are positioned immediately adjacent the closed ends

of the slots 32A to prevent movement of the pan support module 28 forward or rearward in the

frame 30. Engagement of the racks 32 with the sides of the pan support modules 28 prevents

movement of the pan support modules to the left or right with respect to the frame. Finally,

engagement of the pins 68 with upper and lower edges of the slots 32A prevents vertical

movement of the pan support modules 28 in the frame 30. Accordingly, the releasable mounting

devices 66 are constructed for preventing movement of the pan support modules 28 horizontally

and vertically with respect to the frame. Pan support modules 28 can be removed from the

frame 30 by reversing the installation process (e.g., by applying a deflecting force to the tabs 72

using the grips 72B when the pan 38 and cover 36 are removed from the pan storage space 40).

[0050] It will be understood that other releasable mounting devices, fewer or more

releasable mounting connections, and other arrangements of mounting connections, can be used

without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, the elements of the

releasable mounting connections on the frame and pan support module can be swapped. In other

words, for example, the pins 68 could be provided on the frame 30, and the openings 32A could

be provided on the pan support modules 28, or some of each of the pins and openings may be

provided on the frame and the pan support modules. In addition, other types of first and second

elements, such as clips, clamps, teeth, cams, ribs, flanges, other mating elements, etc. could be

used without departing from the scope of the present invention. Moreover, other biasing

members could be used (e.g., other types of springs), the biasing members could be provided on

the frame instead of the pan support module, and the biasing members could be omitted, without

departing from the scope of the present invention. Finally, the releasable mounting devices may



be omitted without departing from the scope of the present invention. In other words, the pan

support module may stand alone or may be mounted to the frame in a non-releasable fashion.

[0051] Referring to Figs. 17 and 18, a second embodiment of a pan support module of

the present invention is generally designated by the reference number 128. The pan support

module 128 of this embodiment is similar to the pan support module 28 of the first embodiment,

and like parts are designated with like reference numbers, plus 100. For example, the pan

support module 128 includes a pan support 134, a cover 136, and a pan 138. The pan support

134 is constructed for receiving and supporting the cover 136 and the pan 138 in essentially the

same way as the first embodiment, and the cover and pan have essentially the same construction

as the cover 36 and pan 38. However, the pan support 134 is constructed for forming releasable

mounting connections for releasably mounting on a frame (not shown) in a different manner

than the first embodiment. The pan support module 128 is constructed for mounting on a frame

using a pair of open ended slots 180 provided at the front end of the pan support 134 (see Fig.

17) and a pair of pins 168 provided on the rear end of the pan support (see Fig. 18). The pins

168 have essentially the same construction as the pins 68 described above and can be moved

between a mounting or protruding position and a releasing or deflected position, but the pins 168

have a different arrangement and orientation. To releasably mount the pan support module 128

on a frame, for example, the open ended slots 180 (broadly "first elements") could be received

over flange portions (broadly "second elements") provided on one or more racks of the frame,

forming releasable mounting connections, and the pins 168 (broadly "first elements") could be

received in openings (broadly "second elements") on one or more racks of the frame, forming

releasable mounting connections.

[0052] Referring to Figs. 19 and 20, a third embodiment of a pan support of the present

invention is generally designated by the reference number 234. The pan support 234 of this

embodiment is essentially the same as the pan support 34 of the first embodiment, and like parts

are designated with like reference numbers, plus 200. For example, the pan support 234

includes a pan storage space 240 bounded by a top wall 242 forming a shelf above the pan

storage space, and left and right side walls 244, 246 extending down from the top wall on left

and right sides of the pan support. Left and right stops 248 are positioned at the rear end of the

pan storage space 240. The pan support 234 includes a front opening between the left and right

sides of the pan support, rails 250 protruding inwardly into the pan storage space 240 from the

side walls 244, 246, and slide surfaces 252 extending rearwardly from adjacent the front opening

toward the rear of the pan storage space 240. It will be appreciated the cover 36 and pan 38 of

the first embodiment can be used with this pan support 234 in essentially the same was as



described with respect to the first embodiment, and that the pan support 234 can be part of a

modular pan support as described above. Retainers 254 are provided for retaining the cover 38

in the pan storage space 240, and pins 268 are provided for releasably mounting the pan support.

In this embodiment, the slide surfaces 252 have front ends including ramps 252A that help guide

the rear end of the pan 38 under the cover 36, onto the slide surfaces 252, and into the pan

storage space 240. More particularly, as shown in Fig. 20, the ramps 252A provide greater

tolerance for a user to align the front portion of the rim 38F with the front opening for pushing

the pan 38 into the pan storage space 240. In the illustrated embodiment, the ramps extend

forward and downward at an angle of about 45 degrees with respect to horizontal. For example,

the ramps 252A may be formed by bending the front ends of the rails 250 downward. Ramps

having other configurations and other types of ramps can be used without departing from the

scope of the present invention.

[0053] When introducing elements of the present invention or the preferred

embodiments(s) thereof, the articles "a", "an", "the" and "said" are intended to mean that there

are one or more of the elements. The terms "comprising", "including" and "having" are intended

to be inclusive and mean that there may be additional elements other than the listed elements.

[0054] In view of the above, it will be seen that the several objects of the invention are

achieved and other advantageous results attained.

[0055] As various changes could be made in the above constructions, products, and

methods without departing from the scope of the invention, it is intended that all matter

contained in the above description and shown in the accompanying drawing[s] shall be

interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense.

OTHER STATEMENTS OF INVENTION

[0056] Although the following statements are not currently presented as claims, the

statements are believed to describe patentable subject matter and may subsequently be presented

as claims.

[0057] 1 . Apparatus for supporting an open top pan, the apparatus comprising,

[0058] a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and

right sides, and a front opening sized to permit the pan to be inserted in the pan storage space

from the front opening, the pan support including at least one slide surface in the pan storage

space constructed to slidably receive and support the pan on the at least one slide surface,

[0059] a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear

end, and left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable from the



pan storage space from the front opening, the cover being constructed to permit the pan to be

slidably received under the cover in the pan storage space,

[0060] the pan support including at least one retainer blocking an upper portion of the

front opening for retaining the cover in the pan storage space, the retainer being constructed to

permit the pan to be slidably received on the at least one slide surface in the pan storage space

from the front opening below the retainer,

[0061] the cover including at least one retainer engagement surface constructed to

engage the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan storage space, the at least one

retainer being positioned to block the at least one engagement surface from exiting the front

opening when the cover is above the pan in the pan storage space, and the pan support being

constructed to permit the at least one retainer engagement surface to fall below the at least one

retainer without the at least one retainer being moved when the pan is removed from the pan

storage space to permit removal of the cover from the pan storage space through the front

opening.

[0062] 2 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the at least one slide surface

is constructed and positioned for slidably receiving and supporting a rim of the pan adjacent the

open top of the pan.

[0063] 3 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 2 wherein the at least one slide surface

comprises a left slide surface for slidably receiving and supporting a left rim portion of the pan

and a right slide surface for slidably receiving and supporting a right rim portion of the pan.

[0064] 4 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 3 wherein the pan support is free of

support structure positioned to engage a bottom of the pan for supporting the bottom of the pan

in the pan storage space.

[0065] 5 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the cover includes a pan

covering section and a prop behind the pan covering section.

[0066] 6 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 5 wherein the at least one prop extends

downwardly from the pan covering section adjacent a rear end of the pan covering section.

[0067] 7 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 5 wherein the prop has a height about

the same as but less than a height of the rim of the pan.

[0068] 8 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 5 wherein the pan covering section

includes a front end and a rear end, and the pan support and cover are constructed such that the

prop supports the rear end of the pan covering section higher than the front end of the pan

covering section when the cover is in the pan storage space and the pan is not in the pan storage

space.



[0069] 9 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 5 wherein the pan covering section

includes a generally rectangular pan rim engagement surface constructed to engage the pan rim

around a periphery of the pan rim.

[0070] 10. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the front end of the cover

includes a front edge positioned forward from the front opening outside the pan storage space

when the cover is received in the pan storage space.

[0071] 11 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the front end of the cover includes

a front edge positioned forward from a front end of the at least one slide surface when the cover

is received in the pan storage space.

[0072] 12. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the front end of the cover

includes a front edge positioned forward from the at least one retainer engagement surface.

[0073] 13. Apparatus as set forth in claim 12 wherein the at least one retainer

engagement surface includes a left retainer engagement surface and a right retainer engagement

surface, the front edge being positioned between and forward from the left and right retainer

engagement surfaces.

[0074] 14. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the at least one retainer is fixed in

position on the pan support.

[0075] 15. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the at least one retainer comprises a

left retainer blocking an upper left portion of the front opening and a right retainer blocking an

upper right portion of the front opening.

[0076] 16. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the front opening includes upper

and lower sections unblocked by the at least one retainer, the upper unblocked section having a

width less than a width of the lower unblocked section.

[0077] 17. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the pan support includes a shelf

extending between the left and right sides of the pan support above the pan storage space.

[0078] 18. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the pan support includes an

element of a releasable mounting device for releasably mounting the pan support on a frame.

[0079] 19. A method of manipulating a pan, a pan support, and a cover, the method

comprising

[0080] positioning a cover in a pan storage space of a pan support from a front opening

of the pan support,

[0081] placing a pan in the pan storage space by inserting the pan in the front opening

and sliding the pan under the cover along at least one slide surface of the pan support, the open



top of the pan becoming covered by the cover as the pan is slid into the pan storage space under

the cover,

[0082] sliding the pan on the at least one slide surface partially out of the pan storage

space from the front opening while retaining the cover in position in the pan storage space, and

[0083] removing the pan from the pan storage space from the front opening whereby a

front end of the cover falls below the retainer without moving the at least one retainer.

[0084] 20. A modular pan support system for supporting at least one open top pan, the

support system comprising

[0085] at least one pan support module including

[0086] a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and

right sides, and a front opening sized to permit the at least one pan to be inserted in the pan

storage space from the front opening, the pan support including at least one slide surface in the

pan storage space constructed to slidably receive and support the pan on the at least one slide

surface,

[0087] a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear

end, and left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable from the

pan storage space from the front opening, the cover being constructed to permit the pan to be

slidably received under the cover in the pan storage space,

[0088] the pan support including at least one retainer blocking a portion of the front

opening for retaining the cover in the pan storage space, the at least one retainer being

constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received on the at least one slide surface in the pan

storage space from the front opening below the at least one retainer, and

[0089] a first element of at least one releasable mounting device, and

[0090] a frame including a second element of the at least one releasable mounting

device, the second element being constructed to interface with the first element of the at least

one releasable mounting device of the at least one pan support module for releasably mounting

the at least one pan support module on the frame.

[0091] 21. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 20 wherein the frame

includes a plurality of second elements of the at least one releasable mounting device, the

plurality of second elements defining a plurality of positions on the frame where the pan support

module is selectively mountable by interfacing the first element of the at least one releasable

mounting device with a selected one of the plurality of second elements of the at least one

releasable mounting device.



[0092] 22. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 20 wherein the releasable

mounting device is a first releasable mounting device, and the at least one pan support module

includes a first element of a second releasable mounting device and the frame includes a second

element of the second releasable mounting device.

[0093] 23. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 22 wherein the first

element of the first releasable mounting device is positioned on a left side of the at least one pan

support module and the first element of the second releasable mounting device is positioned on a

right side of the at least one pan support module.

[0094] 24. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 20 wherein the first and

second elements of the at least one releasable mounting device are constructed for mating

engagement with each other for selectively mounting the pan support on the frame.

[0095] 25. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 24 wherein the first

element comprises at least one of a protrusion and an opening sized for receiving the protrusion,

and the second element comprises the other of the protrusion and opening.

[0096] 26. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 20 wherein at least one of

the first and second elements of the at least one releasable mounting device is movable between

a mounting position for mounting the pan support module on the frame and a releasing position

for selectively releasing the mounting of the at least one pan support module on the frame.

[0097] 27. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 26 wherein the at least

one mounting device includes a biasing member biasing said at least one of the first and second

elements in the mounting position, said at least one of the first and second elements being

movable against the bias of the biasing member to the releasing position for selectively releasing

the mounting of the at least one pan support module on the frame.

[0098] 28. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 20 wherein the at least

one pan support module comprises a plurality of pan support modules each selectively

mountable on the frame.

[0099] 29. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 20 wherein the at least

one pan support module includes a shelf extending between the left and right sides of the pan

support above the pan storage space.

[00100] 30. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 20 wherein the at

least one slide surface is constructed and positioned for slidably receiving and supporting a rim

of the pan adjacent the open top of the pan.

[00101] 31. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 30 wherein the at

least one slide surface comprises a left slide surface for slidably receiving and supporting a left



rim portion of the pan and a right slide surface for slidably receiving and supporting a right rim

portion of the pan.

[00102] 32. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 20 wherein the

pan support module includes the at least one open top pan.

[00103] 33. A method of manipulating a modular pan support system, the method

comprising

[00104] releasably mounting a pan support module on a frame by interfacing a

first element of a releasable mounting device on the pan support module with a second element

of the releasable mounting device on the frame,

[00105] positioning a cover in a pan storage space of the at least one pan support

module,

[00106] placing a pan having an open top in the pan storage space by inserting the

pan in the front opening and sliding the pan under the cover along at least one slide surface of

the pan support module, the open top of the pan becoming covered by the cover as the pan is slid

into the pan storage space under the cover,

[00107] sliding the pan on the at least one slide surface partially out of the pan

storage space from the front opening while retaining the cover in position in the pan storage

space, and

[00108] removing the pan from the pan storage space from the front opening.

[00109] 34. A modular pan support system for supporting at least one open top

pan having a rim adjacent the open top, the modular pan support system comprising

[00110] at least one pan support module including a pan support having left and

right sides, a pan storage space between the left and right sides, and a front opening sized to

permit the at least one pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening, the pan

support including left and right slide surfaces constructed and positioned for slidably receiving

and supporting respective left and right rim portions of the pan in the pan storage space, the pan

support module including a first element of at least one releasable mounting device, and

[00111] a frame including a second element of the at least one releasable

mounting device, the second element being constructed to interface with the first element of the

at least one releasable mounting device of the at least one pan support module for releasably

mounting the at least one pan support module on the frame.

[00112] 35. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein the at

least one pan support module is free of support structure positioned to engage a bottom of the

pan for supporting the bottom of the pan in the pan storage space.



[00113] 36. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein the

frame includes a plurality of second elements of the at least one releasable mounting device, the

plurality of second elements defining a plurality of positions on the frame where the at least one

pan support module is selectively mountable by interfacing the first element of the at least one

releasable mounting device with a selected one of the plurality of second elements of the at least

one releasable mounting device.

[00114] 37. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein the at

least one pan support module comprises a plurality of pan support modules each selectively

mountable on the frame.

[00115] 38. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein the

releasable mounting device is a first releasable mounting device, and the at least one pan support

module includes a first element of a second releasable mounting device and the frame includes a

second element of the second releasable mounting device.

[00116] 39. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 38 wherein the

first element of the first releasable mounting device is positioned on a left side of the at least one

pan support module and the first element of the second releasable mounting device is positioned

on a right side of the at least one pan support module.

[00117] 40. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein the

first and second elements of the at least one releasable mounting device are constructed for

mating engagement with each other for selectively mounting the at least one pan support module

on the frame.

[00118] 4 1. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 40 wherein the

first element comprises at least one of a protrusion and an opening sized for receiving the

protrusion, and the second element comprises the other of the protrusion and opening.

[00119] 42. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein at

least one of the first and second elements of the at least one releasable mounting device is

movable between a mounting position for mounting the pan support module on the frame and a

releasing position for selectively releasing the mounting of the at least one pan support module

on the frame.

[00120] 43. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 42 wherein the at

least one mounting device includes a biasing member biasing said at least one of the first and

second elements in the mounting position, said at least one of the first and second elements

being movable against the bias of the biasing member to the releasing position for selectively

releasing the mounting of the at least one pan support module on the frame.



[00121] 44. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein the at

least one pan support module includes a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover

being selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage space from the front

opening, the cover being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received under the cover in

the pan storage space.

[00122] 45. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 44 wherein the at

least one pan support module includes at least one retainer blocking a portion of the front

opening for retaining the cover in the pan storage space, the at least one retainer being

constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received on the at least one slide surface in the pan

storage space from the front opening below the at least one retainer.

[00123] 46. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein the at

least one pan support module includes a shelf extending between the left and right sides of the

pan support above the pan storage space.

[00124] 47. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 34 wherein the

pan support module includes the at least one open top pan.

[00125] 48. A method of manipulating a modular pan support system, the method

comprising

[00126] releasably mounting a pan support on a frame by interfacing a first

element of a releasable mounting device on the pan support with a second element of the

releasable mounting device on the frame,

[00127] positioning a cover in a pan storage space of the pan support,

[00128] placing a pan in the pan storage space by inserting the pan in the front

opening and sliding the pan under the cover along left and right slide surfaces, the left and right

slide surfaces engaging and slidably supporting respective left and right rim portions of the at

least one pan adjacent the open top of the pan,

[00129] sliding the pan on the left and right slide surfaces partially out of the pan

storage space from the front opening while retaining the cover in position in the pan storage

space, and

[00130] removing the pan from the pan storage space from the front opening.

[00131] 49. A pan support system for supporting at least one open top pan having

a rim adjacent the open top, the apparatus comprising

[00132] a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the

left and right sides, and a front opening sized to permit the at least one pan to be inserted in the

pan storage space from the front opening, the pan support including left and right slide surfaces



constructed and positioned for slidably receiving and supporting respective left and right rim

portions of the pan in the pan storage space, the pan support being free of support structure

positioned to engage a bottom of the pan for supporting the bottom of the pan in the pan storage

space, and

[00133] a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end,

a rear end, and left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable from

the pan storage space, the cover being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received

under the cover in the pan storage space.

[00134] 50. A method of manipulating a pan support system comprising

[00135] positioning a cover in a pan storage space of a pan support,

[00136] placing a pan in the pan storage space by inserting the pan in a front

opening of the pan support and sliding the pan under the cover along left and right slide

surfaces, the left and right slide surfaces engaging and slidably supporting respective left and

right rim portions of the at least one pan adjacent the open top of the pan, a bottom of the pan

being free from engagement with support structure for supporting the bottom of the pan in the

pan storage space,

[00137] sliding the pan on the left and right slide surfaces partially out of the pan

storage space from the front opening while retaining the cover in position in the pan storage

space, and

[00138] removing the pan from the pan storage space from the front opening.

[00139] 51. A cover for a pan having an open top, the cover comprising

[00140] a pan covering section having front end, a rear end, and a surface

constructed for engaging the pan around the open top for covering the open top,

[00141] a prop behind the pan covering section extending downwardly from the

rear end of the pan covering section, and

[00142] a tongue extending forward from the front end of the pan covering

section.

[00143] 52. A method of manipulating an open top pan and a cover, the method

comprising

[00144] providing a pan having an open top,

[00145] providing a cover including a pan covering section constructed for

covering the open top of the pan and a prop behind the pan covering section,

[00146] positioning the cover so the prop engages a support surface and supports a

rear end of the pan covering section higher than a front end of the pan covering section,



[00147] lifting the front end of the pan covering section while the prop supports

the rear end of the pan covering section,

[00148] sliding the pan under the pan covering section from the front end of the

pan covering section toward the rear end of the pan covering section to cover the open top of the

pan with the pan covering section, the prop being lifted off the support surface as the pan is slid

under the pan covering section.

[00149] 53. A method as set forth in claim 52 wherein the cover becomes

supported by only the pan as the pan is slid under the pan covering section and the prop is lifted

off the support surface.

[00150] 54. A method as set forth in claim 52 wherein lifting the front end of the

pan covering section comprises lifting the front end by engaging the cover with the pan.

[00151] 55. A method as set forth in claim 54 wherein lifting the front end of the

pan covering section by engaging the cover with the pan comprises lifting the front end of the

pan covering section to an elevation higher than the rear end supported by the prop.

[00152] 56. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the at least one slide surface

includes a ramp.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A pan support system for supporting at least one open top pan having a rim adjacent

the open top, the system comprising

a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and right

sides sized for receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to permit the at

least one pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening, the pan support

including left and right slide surfaces constructed for slidably receiving and supporting

respective left and right rim portions of the pan in the pan storage space, the pan support being

free of support structure positioned to engage a bottom of the pan for supporting the bottom of

the pan in the pan storage space,

a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear end, and

left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage

space from the front opening, the cover being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably

received under the cover in the pan storage space,

wherein the pan support includes at least one retainer constructed for retaining the cover

in the pan storage space, and

wherein the cover includes at least one retainer engagement surface constructed to

engage the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan storage space when the cover is in

the pan storage space with the pan.

2 . A pan support system as set forth in claim 1 wherein the left and right slide surfaces

include respective ramps adjacent front ends of the left and right slide surfaces to facilitate

positioning of the left and right rim portions of the pan onto the left and right slide surfaces from

the front opening.

3 . A pan support system as set forth in claim 1 wherein the pan support includes at least

one stop at a rear end of the pan storage space for preventing the pan from exiting the rear of the

pan storage space.

4 . A pan support system as set forth in claim 1 wherein the at least one retainer is fixed

in position on the pan support.



5 . A pan support system as set forth in claim 1 wherein the cover and pan support are

configured such that the cover is supported on the at least one slide surface when the cover is in

the pan storage space without the pan, and the cover is spaced above the at least one slide

surface when the cover is in the pan storage space covering the open top of the pan.

6 . A pan support system as set forth in claim 1 wherein the cover includes a pan

covering section for covering the open top of the pan, the pan covering section including a front

end and a rear end, the cover including a prop extending downward on a rear half of the cover,

the prop being constructed for supporting the rear end of the pan covering section higher than

the front end of the pan covering section when the cover is in the pan storage space without the

pan.

7 . Apparatus for supporting an open top pan, the apparatus comprising,

a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and right

sides sized to receive at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to permit the pan to

be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening, the pan support including at least

one slide surface in the pan storage space constructed to slidably receive and support the pan on

the at least one slide surface,

a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear end, and

left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage

space from the front opening, the cover being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably

received under the cover in the pan storage space,

the pan support including at least one retainer for retaining the cover in the pan storage

space, the retainer being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received on the at least one

slide surface in the pan storage space from the front opening below the retainer,

the cover including at least one retainer engagement surface constructed to be in

retaining registration with the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan storage space

when the cover is in the pan storage space with the pan, and

the pan support being constructed to permit the at least one retainer engagement surface

to fall downward out of retaining registration with the at least one retainer without the at least

one retainer being moved when the pan is removed from the pan storage space to permit removal

of the cover from the pan storage space through the front opening.



8 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 7, wherein the at least one retainer is fixed in position

on the pan support.

9 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 7 wherein the cover includes a pan covering section

and a prop, the prop being positioned on a rear half of the cover and being constructed for

supporting a rear end of the pan covering section higher than a front end of the pan covering

section when the pan is not in the pan storage space.

10. Apparatus as set forth in claim 7 wherein the front end of the cover includes a front

edge positioned forward from the at least one retainer engagement surface.

11 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 7 wherein the at least one slide surface is constructed

and positioned for slidably receiving and supporting a rim of the pan adjacent the open top of the

pan.

12. A modular pan support system for supporting at least one open top pan, the support

system comprising

at least one pan support module including

a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and

right sides sized for receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to

permit the at least one pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening,

the pan support including at least one slide surface in the pan storage space constructed

to slidably receive and support the pan on the at least one slide surface,

a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear

end, and left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable

from the pan storage space from the front opening, the cover being constructed to permit

the pan to be slidably received under the cover in the pan storage space,

at least one retainer for retaining the cover in the pan storage space when the

cover is in the pan storage space with the pan, the at least one retainer being constructed

to permit the pan to be slidably received on the at least one slide surface in the pan

storage space from the front opening below the at least one retainer, and

at least two first mounting elements for selectively forming respective releasable

mounting connections, and



a frame including a plurality of second mounting elements for selectively forming the

releasable mounting connections with the at least two first mounting elements of the pan support

module, the plurality of second mounting elements including multiple sets of at least two second

mounting elements, the sets of at least two second mounting elements being positioned at

different elevations on the frame, wherein the at least two first mounting elements of the pan

support module are selectively engageable with a selected set of the second mounting elements

of the frame for forming respective releasable mounting connections for mounting the pan

support module at a selected elevation on the frame.

13. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 12 wherein the at least two first

mounting elements include a left first mounting element positioned on the left side of the pan

support and a right first mounting element positioned on the right side of the pan support.

14. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 12 wherein the at least one pan

support module comprises a plurality of pan support modules each selectively mountable on the

frame.

15. A pan support system for supporting at least one open top pan having a rim adjacent

the open top, the system comprising

at least one pan support module including

a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and

right sides sized for receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to

permit the at least one pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening,

the pan support including left and right slide surfaces constructed for slidably receiving

and supporting respective left and right rim portions of the pan in the pan storage space,

the pan support being free of support structure positioned to engage a bottom of the pan

for supporting the bottom of the pan in the pan storage space,

a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear

end, and left and right sides, the cover having a pan covering section sized and shaped

for covering the open top of the pan and having a pan rim engagement surface

constructed to engage the pan around substantially an entire periphery of the pan rim, the

cover being selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage space, the

cover being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received under the cover in the

pan storage space,



at least one retainer for retaining the cover in the pan storage space, the at least

one retainer being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received on the left and

right slide surfaces in the pan storage space from the front opening below the retainer,

the cover including at least one retainer engagement surface constructed to

engage the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan storage space when the

cover is in the pan storage space with the pan, and

at least two first mounting elements for selectively forming respective releasable

mounting connections, the at least two first mounting elements including a first mounting

element on the left side of the pan support and a first mounting element on the right side

of the pan support, and

a frame including a plurality of second mounting elements for selectively forming the

releasable mounting connections with the at least two first mounting elements of the pan support

module, the plurality of second mounting elements including multiple sets of at least two second

mounting elements, the sets of at least two second mounting elements being positioned at

different elevations on the frame, wherein the at least two first mounting elements of the pan

support module are selectively engageable with a selected set of the second mounting elements

of the frame for forming respective releasable mounting connections for mounting the pan

support module at a selected elevation on the frame.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 26.01 .2016

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . Apparatus for supporting an open top pan, the apparatus comprising,

a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and right

sides sized to receive at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to permit the pan to

be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening, the pan support including at least

one slide surface in the pan storage space constructed to slidably receive and support the pan on

the at least one slide surface,

a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear end, and

left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage

space from the front opening, the cover being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably

received under the cover in the pan storage space,

the pan support including at least one retainer for retaining the cover in the pan storage

space, the retainer being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received on the at least one

slide surface in the pan storage space from the front opening below the retainer,

the cover including at least one retainer engagement surface constructed to be in

retaining registration with the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan storage space

when the cover is in the pan storage space with the pan, and

the pan support being constructed such that, when the pan is removed from the pan

storage space from under the cover, the at least one retainer engagement surface falls downward

out of retaining registration with the at least one retainer without the at least one retainer being

moved to permit removal of the cover from the pan storage space through the front opening.

2 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the at least one slide surface and the cover

are configured such that the cover rests on the at least one slide surface adjacent the front end of

the cover when the cover is in the pan storage space without the pan.

3 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the at least one retainer is fixed in position

on the pan support.

4 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the cover includes a pan covering section

and a prop, the prop being positioned on a rear half of the cover and being constructed for

supporting a rear end of the pan covering section higher than a front end of the pan covering

section when the pan is not in the pan storage space.



5 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the front end of the cover includes a front

edge positioned forward from the at least one retainer engagement surface.

6 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein the at least one slide surface is constructed

and positioned for slidably receiving and supporting a rim of the pan adjacent the open top of the

pan.

7 . Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 further comprising

at least one pan support module, the at least one pan support module including said pan

support and said cover, the at least one pan support module including at least two first mounting

elements for selectively forming respective releasable mounting connections; and

a frame including a plurality of second mounting elements for selectively forming the

releasable mounting connections with the at least two first mounting elements of the pan support

module, the plurality of second mounting elements including multiple sets of at least two second

mounting elements, the sets of at least two second mounting elements being positioned at

different elevations on the frame, wherein the at least two first mounting elements of the pan

support module are selectively engageable with a selected set of the second mounting elements

of the frame for forming respective releasable mounting connections for mounting the pan

support module at a selected elevation on the frame.

8 . A pan support system for supporting at least one open top pan having a rim adjacent

the open top, the system comprising

a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and right

sides sized for receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to permit the at

least one pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening, the pan support

including left and right slide surfaces constructed for slidably receiving and supporting

respective left and right rim portions of the pan in the pan storage space, the pan support being

free of support structure positioned to engage a bottom of the pan for supporting the bottom of

the pan in the pan storage space,

a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear end, and

left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage

space from the front opening, the cover being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably

received under the cover in the pan storage space,



wherein the pan support includes at least one retainer constructed for retaining the cover

in the pan storage space,

wherein the cover includes at least one retainer engagement surface constructed to

engage the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan storage space when the cover is in

the pan storage space with the pan; and

wherein the cover and pan support are configured to require removal of the pan from the

pan storage space before permitting removal of the cover from the pan storage space.

9 . A pan support system as set forth in claim 8 wherein the cover incudes a pan covering

section for covering the open top of the pan, and the retainer engagement surface is fixed in

position with respect to a front end of the pan covering section.

10. A pan support system as set forth in claim 8 wherein the left and right slide surfaces

include respective ramps adjacent front ends of the left and right slide surfaces to facilitate

positioning of the left and right rim portions of the pan onto the left and right slide surfaces from

the front opening.

11 . A pan support system as set forth in claim 8 wherein the pan support includes at

least one stop at a rear end of the pan storage space for preventing the pan from exiting the rear

of the pan storage space.

12. A pan support system as set forth in claim 8 wherein the at least one retainer is fixed

in position on the pan support.

13. A pan support system as set forth in claim 8 wherein the cover and pan support are

configured such that the cover is supported on the at least one slide surface when the cover is in

the pan storage space without the pan, and the cover is spaced above the at least one slide

surface when the cover is in the pan storage space covering the open top of the pan.

14. A pan support system as set forth in claim 8 wherein the cover includes a pan

covering section for covering the open top of the pan, the pan covering section including a front

end and a rear end, the cover including a prop extending downward on a rear half of the cover,

the prop being constructed for supporting the rear end of the pan covering section higher than



the front end of the pan covering section when the cover is in the pan storage space without the

pan.

15. Apparatus as set forth in claim 8 further comprising

at least one pan support module, the at least one pan support module including said pan

support and said cover, the at least one pan support module including at least two first mounting

elements for selectively forming respective releasable mounting connections; and

a frame including a plurality of second mounting elements for selectively forming the

releasable mounting connections with the at least two first mounting elements of the pan support

module, the plurality of second mounting elements including multiple sets of at least two second

mounting elements, the sets of at least two second mounting elements being positioned at

different elevations on the frame, wherein the at least two first mounting elements of the pan

support module are selectively engageable with a selected set of the second mounting elements

of the frame for forming respective releasable mounting connections for mounting the pan

support module at a selected elevation on the frame.

16. A modular pan support system for supporting at least one open top pan, the support

system comprising

at least one pan support module including

a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and

right sides sized for receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to

permit the at least one pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening,

the pan support including at least one slide surface in the pan storage space constructed

to slidably receive and support the pan on the at least one slide surface,

a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear

end, and left and right sides, the cover being selectively receivable in and removable

from the pan storage space from the front opening, the cover being constructed to permit

the pan to be slidably received under the cover in the pan storage space,

at least one retainer for retaining the cover in the pan storage space when the

cover is in the pan storage space with the pan, the at least one retainer being constructed

to permit the pan to be slidably received on the at least one slide surface in the pan

storage space from the front opening below the at least one retainer, and

at least two first mounting elements for selectively forming respective releasable

mounting connections, and



a frame including a plurality of second mounting elements for selectively forming the

releasable mounting connections with the at least two first mounting elements of the pan support

module, the plurality of second mounting elements including multiple sets of at least two second

mounting elements, the sets of at least two second mounting elements being positioned at

different elevations on the frame, wherein the at least two first mounting elements of the pan

support module are selectively engageable with a selected set of the second mounting elements

of the frame for forming respective releasable mounting connections for mounting the pan

support module at a selected elevation on the frame.

17. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 16 wherein the at least two first

mounting elements include a left first mounting element positioned on the left side of the pan

support and a right first mounting element positioned on the right side of the pan support.

18. A modular pan support system as set forth in claim 16 wherein the at least one pan

support module comprises a plurality of pan support modules each selectively mountable on the

frame.

19. A pan support system for supporting at least one open top pan having a rim adjacent

the open top, the system comprising

at least one pan support module including

a pan support having left and right sides, a pan storage space between the left and

right sides sized for receiving at least a portion of the pan, and a front opening sized to

permit the at least one pan to be inserted in the pan storage space from the front opening,

the pan support including left and right slide surfaces constructed for slidably receiving

and supporting respective left and right rim portions of the pan in the pan storage space,

the pan support being free of support structure positioned to engage a bottom of the pan

for supporting the bottom of the pan in the pan storage space,

a cover for covering the open top of the pan, the cover having a front end, a rear

end, and left and right sides, the cover having a pan covering section sized and shaped

for covering the open top of the pan and having a pan rim engagement surface

constructed to engage the pan around substantially an entire periphery of the pan rim, the

cover being selectively receivable in and removable from the pan storage space, the

cover being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received under the cover in the

pan storage space,



at least one retainer for retaining the cover in the pan storage space, the at least

one retainer being constructed to permit the pan to be slidably received on the left and

right slide surfaces in the pan storage space from the front opening below the retainer,

the cover including at least one retainer engagement surface constructed to

engage the at least one retainer to retain the cover in the pan storage space when the

cover is in the pan storage space with the pan, and

at least two first mounting elements for selectively forming respective releasable

mounting connections, the at least two first mounting elements including a first mounting

element on the left side of the pan support and a first mounting element on the right side

of the pan support, and

a frame including a plurality of second mounting elements for selectively forming the

releasable mounting connections with the at least two first mounting elements of the pan support

module, the plurality of second mounting elements including multiple sets of at least two second

mounting elements, the sets of at least two second mounting elements being positioned at

different elevations on the frame, wherein the at least two first mounting elements of the pan

support module are selectively engageable with a selected set of the second mounting elements

of the frame for forming respective releasable mounting connections for mounting the pan

support module at a selected elevation on the frame.
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